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1 Introduction 

The Government of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (the Government) has requested the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) to provide a technical assistance project (TA) to prepare the stakeholders to 
effectively participate in the Vietnam Wholesale Electricity Market (VWEM). Ricardo Energy & 
Environment (Ricardo) has been selected as the consultant for this TA.   

Training activities are mainly focused on supporting the five distribution companies (the Power 
Corporations) and the National Load Dispatching Centre (NLDC), which will become the System and 
Market Operator (SMO) under the VWEM. Ricardo is also providing basic support/training to the other 
participants including Generation Corporations (GENCOs), National Power Transmission Corporation 
(NPT), Electric Power Trading Company (EPTC; the single buyer), other market entrants and potential 
wholesalers.  The Executing Agency (EA) of the technical assistance is the Electricity Regulatory 
Authority of Vietnam (ERAV), while the implementing agencies are the five Power Corporations (PCs) 
and the National Load Dispatch Centre (NLDC). 

The Terms of Reference for the project identify four key tasks: 

• Task 1: Provision of training courses on generic wholesale market mechanisms and 
introduction to the VWEM; 

• Task 2: Recommendations on new functions and critical requirements of Power Corporations 
and NLDC (as the System & Market Operator - SMO) for the VWEM; 

• Task 3: Review of the current Information & Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure 
of Power Corporations and NLDC (SMO), and recommendations for upgrading ICT 
infrastructure for the VWEM; 

• Task 4: Assessment and recommendation on the need to procure a software for water valuation 
of strategic and multi-purpose hydropower plants (SMHP). 

 

This report presents a summary of the VWEM Study Tour 2017. The study tour was one of the 
suggested tasks recommended in the report in January 2017 after the Basic and Advanced Training 
Courses that were delivered as part of Task 1 of the project.   

The Study tour content was agreed based on a programme developed under this project and approved 
by the client.  

This study tour summary includes an overview of the course programme, conclusions and 
recommendations.  All material that was presented was distributed to the participants in November 
2017. 
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The 14-strong delegation from Vietnam consisted of:  

 

QUANG HUY PHAM  Deputy Director General of ERAV 

HUNG MANH DO  Director of Power Market Department of ERAV 

THE HUU NGUYEN  Director of Power System Department of ERAV 

MANH KIEN NGO  Deputy Director of Tariff and Fee Department of ERAV 

NGOC DUONG VU  Official of Power Market Department of ERAV 

VAN DUNG LE   Official of Power Market Department of ERAV 

HUYEN CHAU DO  Industry Department of Government Office 

DINH TRUNG TRAN  Deputy Director of Power Market Department of EVN 

DUC CUONG NGUYEN  Director General of National Load Dispatch Centre 

QUOC TRUNG NGUYEN Manager of Power Market Operation Department of National Load 
    Dispatch Centre 

BA HUY TRINH   Official of Power Business Department of Northern Power  
   Corporation 

DINH LAN HOANG  Deputy Director of Power Business Department of Southern Power 
   Corporation 

XUAN THANG NGUYEN Manager of Power Business Department of Ha Noi city Power  
   Corporation 

QUANG VINH  PHAN  Official of Power Business Department of Ho Chi Minh City Power 
   Corporation 
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Vietnamese delegation in front of Nord Pool HQ  
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2 VWEM Study Tour 2017 

2.1 Introduction 
The VWEM Study Tour was held at the Nord Pool HQ, the HQ of NVE (Norwegian National Regulatory 
Authority) and Nasdaq Commodities in Oslo, Norway, between Monday 13th November and Friday 17th 
November 2017.  

The course was organised by Hans-Arild Bredesen and Nord Pool Consulting as part of the TA 8851 
project as well as supported by additional funding from ADB.  Hans-Arild Bredesen acted as the Study 
Tour manager under support from TA 8851 while the lecturers and the direct costs was covered by ADB 
under a different project. 

The main presenter during the seminar was Haakon Reiersen Leknes from Nord Pool Consulting.  
Haakon has 10 years of experience from international projects in the energy sector and this includes 
his work with the Nord Pool model.   

The training programme consisted of presentations by: 

• Nord Pool Consulting; 

• Nord Pool;  

• Powel;  

• Kinect Energy;  

• Nasdaq Commodities; and  

• NVE.  

These companies and NVE as a government agency were chosen by the delegation’s coordinator from 
a longer list of relevant companies and government agencies proposed as potential presenters on this 
study tour, documented in the report called “Recommendation for Study Tour” under the TA 88511.  

2.2 Training Course Programme 
The training course was presented over five working days, and the broad timetable that was followed 
is shown in the following table. 

In summary, the structure of the course was as follows: 

 

Day 1:  Introductions 

 Wholesale electricity market general principles 

 Wholesale electricity market models 

 Power sector restructuring and implications for wholesale markets 

 Questions and Answers 

 

Day 2:  Hydro Power Optimisation Trading Software by Powel 

 Questions and Answers 

 

Day 3:  Portfolio management by Kinect Energy Ltd 

Questions and Answers 

Financial Power Market by Nasdaq Commodities  

                                                      
1 Recommendations for Study Tour – Second Updated Report, 27 July 2017. 
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 Questions and Answers 

 

Day 4:  Transmission System Operator (TSO) by Energinet.dk 

 How to handle transition from Thermal based energy mix to renewable energy mix 

 Questions and Answers 

 

Day 5:  National Regulatory Authorities by The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate  

Questions and Answers 

  

2.3  Training facilities 
Three different locations were used as training facilities. Three of the days were at Nord Pool HQ 
auditorium, one day at a large meeting room at Nasdaq Commodities and finally at an auditorium at 
NVE HQ. At all training facilities, the presenters primarily made use of PowerPoint presentations, 
supported by whiteboards and to a certain extent made use of relevant webpages that were shown 
using a projector.  All the training facilities are modern and no negative feedback was anticipated or 
received concerning these.   

The detailed agenda for the Study Tour is shown in Table 2-1. 
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Table 2-1: Detailed Agenda for Study Tour 

Detailed agenda for the Vietnam Wholesale Electricity Market (VWEM) 

Study Tour November 2017 
09:00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The participants will each get a # Ruter travel card (7 days) for the public transport (trains, 

tram, bus, metro and boat) and the group will take the train to Lysaker station, Skøyen station 

and the Metro to Majorstua station. 

 

Useful links and free apps you are recommended to download: 

Oslo airport: avinor.no/en/airport/oslo-airport/ 

Public transport: ruter.no  

Weather: yr.no or pent.no  

Oslo town: visitoslo.no 

 

Day 1:  

Introduction to energy markets the Nord Pool model 

Presented by Hans-Arild Bredesen and Haakon Reiersen Leknes  

Nord Pool HQ at LYSAKER, NORWAY 

09:30-10:00 Welcome address: ERAV head of mission  

Key note address:  

Introductory Remarks: Hans-Arild Bredesen and Haakon Reiersen Leknes 

 

  SESSION I: INTRODUCTION TO THE POWER MARKET CONCEPT 

10:00-11:15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

• I trodu tio  of po er arket o ept. 
• The e olutio  of Regio al Po er Market i  the Nordi  regio  a d a ross Europe.  
• Strateg  adopted to i rease regio al ooperatio  i  po er trade a d i est e t. 
• Challenges and constraints faced during the implementation stage of Regional Power 

Market including the regional power exchange. 

11:15-11:30 TEA BREAK 

  SESSION II: ROLES OF THE MARKET INSTITUTIONS IN THE NORDIC 

11:30-12:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

• I stitutio al De elop e t i  Nord Pool. 
• Role of Go er e ts of the o stitue t Natio s. 
• Role of Regulator a d de elop e t of Regulator  Fra e orks. 
• Role of atio al TSO’s, utilities a d traders of the o stitue t atio s i  the de elop e t of 
Regional Power Market. 

• I ter-relation between National Power Markets and the Regional Power Market 

 

12:30-13:30 LUNCH (Nord Pool restaurant)  

  SESSION III: POWER MARKET OVERVIEW INCLUDING COMPARISON WITH VWEM 

13:30-14:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

•The differe e a d si ilarities  et ee  NP a d VWEM 

• Market produ ts su h as Da  ahead arket, i tra-day market, ancillary/reserves, capacity 

etc. 

• Pri e dis o er   
• Nu eri al E a ples.  
• I trodu tio  to the Fi a ial arket. More details at  Nasdaq Oslo office 

• I trodu tio  to the TSO arkets: More details at E ergi et.dk sessio  

 

 

Kahoot: A o li e frie dl  o petitio  to re ap toda ’s lesso  
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14:30-15:00 TEA BREAK 

15:00-15:30 

 

 

SITE VISIT I: TRADING DESK NORD POOL  

Presentation of the tasks a d s ste s at the Nord Pool Operatio  Floor. Please ote it’s a li e 
operation floor, so we have to be flexible with timing.  

15:30-16:00 

 

 

 

 

Daily recap and discussion, Q&A session 

 

The whole delegation will receive a copy of Power to the People: The first 20 years of Nordic 

power-market integration by Hans-Arild Bredesen and Terje Nilsen 

Day 2: 

Powel software to optimisation of hydropower 

Nord Pool HQ, LYSAKER, NORWAY 

Presented by Morten Ramberg, Powel 

  
SESSION IV: water valuation of strategic and multi-purpose hydropower plants (SMHP). 

09:30-11:15 

• This session will cover:  

• Recap of yesterday´s presentations 

• Introduction about Powel 

• Hydropower – how is it different from other power sources? 

 

11:15-11:30 

 

TEA BREAK 

  SESSION V: HOW TO OPTIMIZE HYDRO POWER WITH POWEL’S SYSTEMS 

11:30-12:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

 

• Powel market 

• Production planning  

• Production optimisation 

 

12:30-13:30 LUNCH (Nord Pool restaurant)  

  SESSION VI: POWEL SYSTEMS IN DETAIL 

13:30-14:45 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

 

• The po er s ste  – reserve markets, including Intraday Market and Powel API tool 

• E a ples a d soft are de o stratio s 

 

14:45-15:00 

 

TEA BREAK 

 

15:00-16:00 Daily recap and discussion about practical use of Powel systems, Q&A session 
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Day 3:  

A PARTICIPANTS VIEW ON PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT 

Presented by Therese Gjerde, Director Supply Operations EMEA at Kinect Energy Group via Skype and Thomas 

Jebsen, Teamleader at Kinect Energy Group was there in person 
  

NORD POOL HQ, LYSAKER, NORWAY 

AFTERNOON AT SKØYEN, OSLO, NORWAY 

Senior Trading Advisor Bernd Botzet and Sandro Olivieri, Director Financial Markets Nasdaq 

  SESSION VII: PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT  

09:30-11:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

• Re ap of esterda ´s prese tatio s 

 

• Ki e t E erg  Group i troduction  

• Introduction to  Portfolio management and the main tasks for a market participant  

• Market concept taking into account other markets and trading opportunities 

• Forecasting and trading to optimize hydro power and RES in a competitive market  

• More in-depth o erage of the arket parti ipa ts’ ie s 

 

 11:30- 12:00 TRAVEL TO NASDAQ NORDIC HQ FOR COMMODITIES  

12:00 – 16:30 SITE VISIT II: NASDAQ COMMODITIES  

12:00-12:15 

 

 

Presented by Bernd Botzet, NASDAQ COMMODITIES  

Introduction to Nasdaq and settle in at conference room.  

 

 

12:15--13:15 LUNCH (Nasdaq restaurant) 

  SESSION VIII: INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL MARKETS 

13:15-14:15 This session will cover: 

• What is a Fi a ial Deri ati es Market for Po er? 

• Who are the arket parti ipa ts? 

 

  SESSION IX: PRODUCTS IN THE NORDIC POWER DERIVATIVES MARKET 

14:15 – 15:00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15:00-15:15 

• The arious arkets a d produ ts offered  NASDAQ - what are they objectives and trading 

patters: DS futures, futures, EUA (CO2), EPADs, Electrical Certificates, European Options, Asian 

Options etc 

 

• Other arkets for fi a ial hedgi g  
• Differe e et ee  ilateral ph si al o tra ts a d fi a ial o tra ts 

• Use of CfDs or esti g o tra ts 

TEA BREAK 

  SESSION X: CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT - A KEY COMPONENT 

15:15-16:30 

This session will cover:  

 

• Cleari g a d settle e t pro esses a d tasks 

• Risk a age e t a d ollaterals 

 

 Daily recap and discussion, Travel to hotel 
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Day 4: 

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OPERATOR (TSO) 

Presented by Jane Kaad Lykke Gregersen, Market developer at Energinet.dk 

AT NORD POOL HQ, LYSAKER, NORWAY 

 

  SESSION XI: Technical aspects of interconnections including real time coordination with 

eigh ori g ou tries TSO’s 

09:30-11:15 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

Operations of the Danish power system as part of both the Nordic and ENTSO-e networks 

 

• De elop e t of i ter-country coordination procedures & standards. 

• Tra s issio  pla i g at Natio al le el a d at regio al le el. 
• Outage a d ai te a e pla i g  
• Rea ti e po er a age e t. 
• Co e tio  onditions 

• Operatio s of the po er s ste  as part of oth the Nordi  a d ENTSO-e networks 

 

 

11:15-11:30 

 

TEA BREAK 

 

11:30-12:30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Session XII continued: 

• Tra s issio  pri i g a d allo atio  ethodolog / i  Nord Pool Po er Market.    
• Co gestio  Management 

• S heduli g & dispat h pro edure i  Nordi  ou tries.     
• Shari g of Losses i  the grid.  
• I ala e a age e t, Treat e t of U s heduled De iatio s et . 
 

 

12:30-13:30 
LUNCH (Nord Pool restaurant)  

 

  SESSION XII: INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLES IN THE NATIONAL GRID 

13:30-14:30 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover:  

• Re e a le E erg  S e ario i  Nord Pool Regio  

• Certifi ates related to re e a le e erg , e erg  effi ie  et  a d tradi g thereof 

 

14:30-14:50 TEA BREAK 

14:50- 16:00 

 

16:00 - 16:30 

• Issues related to integration of renewable energy in the grid 

 

Daily recap and discussion 
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Day 5:  

NVE, The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate 

Kirsten Westgaard, Lawyer and Senior Advisor, International Department NVE, 

Carl Anders Heilmann Lien,  Market Surveillance Adviser NVE   

NVE HQ, MAJORSTUA, OSLO 

 

  SESSION XIII: REGULATION OF THE OVERALL POWER MARKETS 

09:00-11:15 

 

 

 

 

 

This session will cover: 

• Legal a d regulator  fra e ork 

• Role of i istr , regulator  authorities 

• I ter atio al ooperation     

 

11:15-11:30 TEA BREAK 

  SESSION XIV: MARKET SURVEILLANCE 

11:30-12:30 

 

• Market sur eilla e is a ke  task i  all arkets 

Presentation of both the physical and financial market surveillance 

 

 

12:30-13:30 LUNCH  

  
SESSION XV: STUDY TOUR SUMMARY: 

 Discussions on various aspects of Nord Pool Power Market and their applicability to South 

Asian Regional Market 

13:30 - 15:00 

 

 

• Re ap of the prese tatio s 

• What are the lesso s lear ed fro  this that is appli a le for South Asia  Market? Followed 

by an open discussion 

• Diplo as to all 14 delegates as ha ded out a d pi tures as take .  
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3 Summary of Course Content 

3.1 Day 1: Session 1: Nord Pool 
Presented by: 

• Hans-Arild Bredesen, CEO Nord Pool Consulting  

• Haakon Reiersen Leknes, Senior Consultant, Nord Pool Consulting 

• Camilla Vedeler, Trading Adviser, Nord Pool at Nord Pool Operation Floor for UK, Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and the service markets of Croatia and 
Bulgaria and Nord Pool’s Intraday Market in Germany.  

 

3.1.1 Day 1, Session 1-1: Wholesale markets 

In this session, the participants were presented with an introduction to the “Wholesale Market” and the 
importance of having an electricity wholesale market.  The primary role of a power market to establish 
a balance between supply and demand based on an economic merit order and taking transmission 
constraints into account was introduced.  The participants were able to understand the importance of 
having a levelised playing field and common rules for all electricity market players and the concept of 
balance price was discussed. 

3.1.2 Day 1, Session 1-2: The development of Nord Pool  

Participants were introduced to the prerequisites for the establishment of the market.  The example of 
the Norwegian power sector was presented, explaining that the Norwegian power market model 
became the world’s first international power market in 1996 when it included first Sweden then the rest 
of the Nordic region, and now includes 90 % of the energy consumption across Europe.  Before the 
Energy Act was passed, the Norwegian power sector was dominated by one incumbent, vertically-
integrated power company and was later unbundled into separate companies.  Later in this session, 
the VWEM’s current challenges and Electricity Reform Roadmap of Vietnam were discussed and 
compared with the development in Europe. 

3.1.3 Day 1, Session 1-3: Online test of knowledge with Kahoot 

Day 1 ended with an online knowledge competition using Kahoot2 on the delegates’ personal computers 
or smart phones. The results showed that all had understood the main topics.  

 

3.2 Day 2: Session 1: Powel: Hydro Power Optimisation 
Software 

3.2.1 Session 2-1: Nord Pool Intraday  

Day 2 started earlier than indicated in the program. After Day 1, the delegation showed great interest 
in being given a more in-depth presentation and demonstration of Nord Pool Intraday, with a 0 second 
gate closure, and requested a presentation.  

Powel has developed an Application Programming Interface (API) for automated trades to be done in 
Nord Pool Intraday Market, so it was a natural link to the rest of the day’s presentation.  

3.2.2 Day 2, Session 2-2: Presentation of Powel and their system 

Presented by Morten Ramberg, Powel 

Morten gave a presentation of how Powel’s system enables their customers to make better use of their 
hydro power. He presented examples from Europe, Asia and Latin-America.  Powel is a leading supplier 
of software solutions to the energy, public and contracting sectors. They are a third-party vendor of 

                                                      
2 See https://kahoot.com/what-is-kahoot/ for more information about how Kahoot! works. 

https://kahoot.com/what-is-kahoot/
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trading systems and have two decades of experience of Hydro Power Plant optimization, in example 
for Norsk Hydro.  

3.2.3 Session 2-3: Powel’s system used in markets  
During the day, Morten presented and answered questions on how Powel’s software helped their 
customers optimise their hydro power production in the Day-Ahead market, Intraday market and the 
reserve markets operated by the TSOs. With detailed illustrations, the participants could see how the 
system would give hydro power producers a better intuitive understanding on how to plan their 
production to optimize income and take environmental consideration into account.   

 

3.3 Day 3: Session 1: Kinect Energy: Portfolio management 
Presented by: 

• Therese Gjerde, Director Supply Operations EMEA at Kinect Energy Group 

• Thomas Jebsen, Teamleader at Kinect Energy Group 

3.3.1 Session 1-1: Kinect Energy Group 

Kinect Energy Group serves more than 100 private and public sector organisations and utilities with 
targeted energy management solutions and one-on-one support. They have the biggest number of 
clients that trade on Nord Pool, across Europe and beyond. They are a considerable power purchaser 
and seller on behalf of third parties.  

3.3.2 Session 1-2: Portfolio management  

Therese and Thomas presented how Kinect energy for 25 years has provided access to Nord Pool 
markets to third parties. They showed how they handle energy portfolios in the Day-ahead market, 
intraday market as well as in the Reserve markets of the TSOs. In addition they handle CO2 trades, 
trades in el-certificates3 and energy efficiency.   

3.4 Day 3: Session 2: Nasdaq Commodities: Financial Power 
Market 

Presented by: 

• Bernd Botzet, Trading Adviser Nasdaq Commodities 

• Sandro Olivieri, Director Financial Markets Nasdaq 

3.4.1 Session 2-1: Nasdaq 

Nord Pool set up the financial power market in 1996. Nasdaq acquired the financial market from Nord 
Pool 10 years ago, and have expanded the business to many other European countries.  

3.4.2  Session 2-2: Nasdaq role and products  

Bernd and Sandro shared Nasdaq’s long experience with operating the financial power market in 
Europe, where participants can trade power options, fixed income, derivatives, commodities (not just 
power), futures and structured products. This session started with a discussion on the difference 
between physical contracts and financial contracts, including the link between the two markets.  The 
important role of the clearing house, which is responsible for financial administration and risk 
management, was explained.  Information was also presented about financial trading and reasons why 
market participants are interested in financial trading and hedging. At Nasdaq a buyer or seller can 
hedge up to ten years into the future, which provides increased predictability.  

                                                      
3 El-certificates are a financial support scheme designed to increase renewable energy production in Norway and Sweden. 
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3.5 Day 4: Session 1: Transmission System Operator (TSO)  
Presented by Jane Kaad Lykke Gregersen, Market developer Energinet.dk  

3.5.1 Session 1-1: Energinet.dk    

Jane shared Energinet.dk, the Danish TSO, experiences from planning and development of coherent 
power and energy systems with high share of renewable energy, on- and offshore installation of wind 
power and how to handle cross border power flows with hydro power to the north and thermal and wind 
power to the south.  

3.5.2 Session 1-2: From Thermal to Renewable energy    

Jane showed how Denmark since 1990 has reduced their CO2 emission with 70 % in Denmark, while 
having a steady GDP growth. The transition from centralised thermal power production to decentralised 
renewable energy production has been a success, and Denmark is on a steady course to achieve their 
very ambitious renewable energy goal, while having a thriving economy and low unemployment.  

 

3.6 Day 5: Session 1: Regulation of the power market by NVE 
Presented by: 

• Kirsten Westgaard, Lawyer and Senior Adviser, International Department NVE 

• Carl Anders Heilmann Lien, Market Surveillance Adviser NVE  

3.6.1 Session 1-1: The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) 

The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate has been the regulator of the Nord Pool power 
markets since it was established in 1993. They have several ongoing international cooperations, 
including in South-East Asia, and shared their experience with the delegation. They also confirmed how 
the Nord Pool market works, by answering the delegation’s questions that had previously been asked 
of the presenters from Nord Pool and Nasdaq.  

 

3.6.2 Session 1-2: NVE: Re-regulation, not deregulation  

NVE went through the regulation of Nord Pool and the overall energy market, from the early 1990s with 
a national focus, to the pan-European regulation, which includes REMIT. They emphasised it was not 
a deregulation meaning a free market where you can do whatever you like. It was a re-regulation to 
ensure best possible use of natural resources to everybody’s benefit: increased social economical 
welfare.   
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3.7 Questions asked by the delegation 
The delegation was encouraged to ask questions to the presenters, and they asked challenging 
questions of all the presenters. Below are some examples of the questions asked on the different days.  

3.7.1 Nord Pool 

The delegates often began the question by giving a reason for why the question is relevant for Vietnam. 
Here is a good example:  

• As you might have been aware, NLDC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Electricity Vietnam 
Corporation (EVN). We are often regarded as the System and Market Operators (SMO) of 
Vietnam. This arrangement will soon be reviewed and upgraded for the coming Wholesale 
Electricity market (VWEM). For that reason, we seek for your valuable information and 
experience about Nord Pool restructuring process. 

Other questions included the following: 

• The Wholesale Electricity market detailed design published by the Government in 2015 outlines 
new functions of NLDC in VWEM. As well as being able to dispatch plant, determine prices and 
calculate settlements, the SMO will need a range of financial controls and management to be 
put in place.  It will require prudential monitoring and management capability. This will become 
an essential part of setting up the SMO in general. Besides, VWEM rules require NLDC to 
implement system operational projections, operational plan and dispatching schedule in 
shorten period hence increasing large amount of work for NLDC. It is urgent for NLDC to 
implement human resource development and capacity building to ensure adequate ability of 
performing new functions in VWEM. Preparation time (2017-2018) is relative short and the 
specified function of NLDC in VWEM are extremely new and challenging without any model or 
training available in Viet Nam. Furthermore, as a SMO, NLDC will have to transform to a legal 
entity which is independent of all Market Participants in particular Market Customers (buyers) 
and Generators (sellers) in VWEM. Therefore, we will need the valuable information and 
experience of SMO from the developed electricity markets in the world. 

• We have been studying the international experience from various internet sources. However, 
we find it hard to obtain reliable knowledge regarding the forming and organizing of a Market 
Operator. Nord Pool is one of those advanced electricity markets that we are heading to. We 
believe that Nord Pool’s experience and shared knowledge would help us prepare and 
implement SMO restructuring process successfully for wholesale market. The information we 
would like you to share as follows: 

1.    The Nord Pool model: 

o The process since 1993 of establishing Nord Pool 

2.    The organizational model of Nord Pool in wholesale market 

o The organizational model of Nord Pool 

o Functions and responsibilities of the departments in Nord Pool 

o Relations between the departments in power market operation 

o Relations between Nord Pool and market participants, electricity regulatory authority, 
etc… in power market operation. 

3.    Financial mechanisms of Nord Pool 

o Mechanisms for getting regulatory and market services fee 

o Mechanisms for electricity settlement in spot market” 
 

Examples of the questions asked to the presenters from the other companies and organisations are 
contained in the sections below. 

3.7.2 Nasdaq 

o Mechanisms for payment in contract auction or any derivative markets. 
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o Is there great liquidity in the 10-year products? Or is the greatest liquidity in the upfront 
products, next month, quarter and year?  

o How much (%) does a normal energy company hedge their production one year into 
the future?   

o What is the function of financial market and how could this be applied in the VWEM?”.  
(This question was sent via the feedback form.) 

o How is payment mechanism in the derivate/commodity market (Nasdaq)? How is 
mechanism for getting regulatory and market services fee in Nord Pool? (This question 
was sent via the feedback form.) 

 

3.7.3 Powel  

o Can Powel’s systems be used by Vietnamese hydro power producers and would they 
have the same benefit from the system, even if the market model differs from the Nord 
Pool model?  

o What is the price for using Powel’s systems and services? 

 

3.7.4 Kinect Energy Group  

o When you trade on behalf of third parties – clients – what kind of legal agreement do 
you have? Who is responsible for trades done at Nord Pool? 

o What other services other than power trading can you offer the clients? Can you do 
future power trading as well as short term trading? What kind of optimisation can you 
provide for consumers, energy efficiency measurements etc?  

 

3.7.5 NVE (National Regulatory Authority)  

We met the NRA at the end of the study tour, and many of the previous questions were asked again, 
only to be verified by the NRA, of course. Questions asked included: 

o Is it true that Nord Pool is regulated, and have to ask for permission by the regulator 
(NRA) to make any substantial changes to the market, such as market model, changes 
of fees or to facilitate for cross border trades?  

o There was also talk of the role of the Customer Advisory Board by Nord Pool.  

o There were some questions regarding the future financial market operated by Nasdaq, 
but they are regulated by another government entity under the Ministry of Finance, and 
not the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy.  

o What approach is used to avoid market abuse (for NVE)?  (This question was sent via 
the feedback form.) 

 

3.7.6 Energinet.dk (the Danish TSO) 

o How do you handle flow of power from other countries, and how is it regulated?  

o How is congestion rent / bottleneck income calculated, and who shares the profit and 
how is it distributed? 

o How has it been possible to have steady economic growth and a 70% decline of CO2 

emissions at the same time since 1990? 

o How important are the Nord Pool Day-ahead and Intraday markets to ensure balance 
between production and consumption (50Hz), compared with the TSOs’ reserve 
markets? The answer was “very important, per year the volume traded in these markets 
are divided like this: 

▪ DAM: 400 TWh,  

▪ ID: 5 TWh; and  

▪ TSO: 2 TWh.  
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Before the deregulation, the TSO was the whole market, so it only had to handle 2 
TWh.”    

o “How to calculate or bid settlement for Grid losses?”.  (This question was sent via the 
feedback form.) 

 

 

In an email afterwards, and in dialogue during the Study Tour, participants expressed a desire to 
cooperate with Nord Pool also in the future, to learn from Nord Pool’s successes and failures.  
Participants commented “I believe there will be a lot of knowledge we can learn from your experience. 
I hope we will have a good cooperation in the future.” 
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4 Feedback after the VWEM Study Tour 2017 

We requested feedback after the study tour from the 14 participants. 9 of the 14 sent feedback via the 
online questionnaire, and their overall written feedback corresponds well with our overall impression of 
their satisfaction with all aspects of the Study Tour. The feedback will be summarised at a group level 
in this section and will include answers to all questions.  

4.1 Satisfaction: 
 

 

 

 

In response to question 3, eight of the nine who provided feedback, listed what they thought was the 
best and least good part of the study tour: 
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4.2 Improved understanding: 
The response to question 2a and 2b indicates a significant improvement of understanding of the 
electricity market. Please see below the preserved understanding before and after the study tour.   
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4.3 Presenters performance: 
All nine who gave feedback gave an overall good feedback to all the presenters performance in their 
reply to question 4a: The presenters perceived knowledge on the specific topic; 4b: If the presenters 
made the subject interesting for the participants; 4c: If the presenter delivered the presentation at the 
right level for the experience of the audience; 4d: Pace (speed) of the presentation:
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4.4 Quality of teaching methods and material: 
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4.5 Study tour facilities: 
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4.6 Relevance of new knowledge to current job: 
 

The reply to question 8 was perhaps the most important. 2/3 of the 9 who gave feedback said they will 
be able to make use of the knowledge they obtained during the study tour to use in their daily work in 
the future.  

1/3 said they will are able to make use of their new knowledge in their work right away, which gives 
instant benefit from the study tour.   

And fortuntely nobody said they will not have use for it in the future. 
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4.7 Additional training, comments and questions asked: 
 
In the next section (5: Conclusions and Recommendations) we will list some recommendations, 
including possibilities for future training. In the feedback we received suggestions for some additional 
training that the particpant identified they will need.  Further training could be provided by Nord Pool if 
desired, in all the subject areas listed by the delegates, including site visits to power plants run on 
hydro, wind and/or solar.  
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The VWEM Study Tour 2017 described in this report gave representatives of ERAV, NLDC, Power 
Corporations and private sector participants a broad understanding of electricity market design and 
operation in Europe and the Nordics, specifically focusing on both the historical development as well 
and the current setup. This included insights into international markets and underlying market principles, 
as well as exposure to the numerical and analytical techniques that are necessary to enable commercial 
organisations to play a full role in the electricity trading. It also included how experts in portfolio 
management can handle energy consumption and production, as well as how improved IT systems and 
software is being used, all of which is fully or partly applicable to Vietnam.  

There are many similarities between the overall situation in the Vietnamese power sector and the 
current and previous situation in Norway and the Nordic countries. The similarities range from a similar 
energy mix, with interconnectors to neighbouring countries, to an overall will to transform the energy 
sector.  What lessons the delegation choose to bring back and implement is of course up to the 
Vietnamese delegation, but it has been a pleasure to work with this very enthusiastic and 
knowledgeable delegation.  

Feedback has been given in form of verbal feedback as well as by electronic communication (e-mail 
and WhatsApp) and indicated a very high level of appreciation of the courses, both in terms of the 
content provided and the way in which the material was delivered. In emails there were a number of 
questions, for which answers were provided or references given to the correct slide(s) in the PowerPoint 
presentations that were supplied, or in the book “Power to the People”, which was issued to the 
delegates.  

The   experts who presented these five days all gave feedback that they had received a larger number 
of questions than normal from the delegation and that the questions were good and showed both a 
genuine interest and a good understanding of the topics they had presented. 

 

5.1.1 Recommendations for further training in preparation for VWEM 

After the training sessions in Hanoi in 2016 and the study tour in 2017, the stakeholders have gained a 
good overview of the Nord Pool market model and its similarities to and differences from the VWEM. 
During the previous sessions we have to varying degrees described the Nord Pool model from many 
perspectives and provided a general overview of the systems used. It would be advisable to go into 
greater depth to understand the finer details of the systems and find key learning points that would be 
most useful for VWEM. 

Nord Pool Consulting can facilitate training in Financial futures in power trading. After the half day 
presentation at Nasdaq, it could be useful to understand the products they offer and find out which ones 
would be most useful in Vietnam.  

Powel’s system to optimise hydro power production could prove to be very useful and relevant in 
Vietnam. It would be possible to facilitate a live demonstration in the Powel test environment of how 
hydro producers make use of Powel’s systems. The participants could in advance send some concrete 
examples from a Vietnamese hydro power producer, and then Powel could show how their systems 
would handle their situation and improve it. 

International power trading is already important for Vietnam and will probably become even more 
important in the future. Ricardo and Nord Pool Consulting have considerable insights in both the 
ASEAN/ATSO projects and experience from many years of international cross border power trading in 
both Europe and Africa, and a further sharing of our experience would be valuable for VWEM 
stakeholders.  
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1 Introduction 

The Government of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (the Government) has requested the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) to provide a technical assistance project (TA) to prepare the stakeholders to 
effectively participate in the Vietnam Wholesale Electricity Market (VWEM). Ricardo Energy & 
Environment (Ricardo) has been selected as the consultant for this TA.   

Training activities are mainly focused on supporting the five distribution companies (the Power 
Corporations) and the National Load Dispatching Centre (NLDC), which will become the System and 
Market Operator (SMO) under the VWEM. Ricardo is also providing basic support/training to the other 
participants including Generation Corporations (GENCOs), National Power Transmission Corporation 
(NPT), Electric Power Trading Company (EPTC; the single buyer), other market entrants and potential 
wholesalers.  The Executing Agency (EA) of the technical assistance is the Electricity Regulatory 
Authority of Vietnam (ERAV), while the implementing agencies are the five Power Corporations (PCs) 
and the National Load Dispatch Centre (NLDC). 

The Terms of Reference for the project identify four key tasks: 

• Task 1: Provision of training courses on generic wholesale market mechanisms and 
introduction to the VWEM; 

• Task 2: Recommendations on new functions and critical requirements of Power Corporations 
and NLDC (as the System & Market Operator - SMO) for the VWEM; 

• Task 3: Review of the current Information & Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure 
of Power Corporations and NLDC (SMO), and recommendations for upgrading ICT 
infrastructure for the VWEM; 

Task 4: Assessment and recommendation on the need to procure a software for water valuation 
of strategic and multi-purpose hydropower plants (SMHP). 

 

This report presents a summary of the Basic and Advanced Training Courses that were delivered as 
part of Task 1 of the project.  It includes an overview of the course programme, a summary of the 
material that was presented and an evaluation of the feedback that was received from course 
participants. 

Recommendations are also made regarding possibly future training that may be required, bearing in 
mind that Task 1 also includes the specification of an overseas study tour which has yet to be 
completed.  This will be reported on separately once it has been successfully concluded. 
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2 VWEM Basic Training Course 

2.1 Introduction 
The VWEM Basic Training Course was delivered at the Blue Lotus Center, 66 Le Van Luong, Hanoi, 
between Monday 26th September and Friday 30th September 2016.  

The course was presented by Hans-Arild Bredesen from Nord Pool Consulting.  Hans-Arild has more 
than 20 years of experience from international projects in the energy sector and this includes his work 
with the Nord Pool model.  He was involved in the implementation of the Southern African Power Pool 
(SAPP), setting up of power exchanges in Croatia and Bulgaria, setting up of a national power exchange 
in India, and the implementation of a Wholesale Market Opening in South East Europe.   

The training programme consisted of two parts.  In Part 1 of the programme, generic wholesale 
electricity market concepts were presented with international examples.  In Part 2, basic VWEM trading 
concepts were presented. 

2.2 Training Course Programme 
The training course was presented over five working days, and the broad timetable that was followed 
is shown in the following table. 

In summary, the structure of the course was as follows: 

Day 1:  Introductions 

 Wholesale electricity market general principles 

 Wholesale electricity market models 

 Power sector restructuring and implications for wholesale markets 

 

Day 2:  International Market Examples 

- Europe, US, Singapore, Philippines, Australia 

Lessons for Vietnam from the international examples 

 

Day 3:  Gross Pool markets 

 Cost-based vs. price-based pools 

 Gross pool pricing methodology 

 Summary of wholesale markets 

 

Day 4:  Differences between bilateral physical contracts and financial contracts 

 Fundamentals of a Contract for Difference (CfD) Contract 

 CfDs in the VWEM 

 

Day 5:  VWEM and Worked Examples 

 Exercises 

 Questions and Answers 
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Table 1: Basic Training Course Timetable 

 

  

Registrations 08:30 - 09:00

Welcome, introductions 09:00 - 09:30

Openning Remark (ERAV Leader)

Short project presentation, goals and other parts of the training program to follow

Presentation of the presenters, format, agenda, other practical issues

Photo session Add

Session 1-1: Wholesale markets – general principles 09:30 - 10:15

Why a wholesale electricity market?

General Electricity Market Concepts 

Economic theories and rationales behind electricity markets

Tea and Coffee break 10:15 - 10:30

Session 1-2: Wholesale markets – general principles (continued) 10:30 - 11:30

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 1-3: Electricity wholesale market models 13:30 - 15:00

Pools vs. Power Exchanges

Central vs. Self dispatch

Price setting (Ex-Post/ Ex-ante)

Transmission management

Transmission and distribution pricing, other fees (SMO, AS…)
Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 1-4: Required power sector restructuring for wholesale electricity market 15:30 - 16:30

Sector reform - key decisions

Competition vs. monopolies

Roles and responsibilities

Summary of the day - Q&A Session 16:30 - 17:00

Recap from yesterday and introduction to today´s topics 08:30 - 09:00

General Electricity Market Concepts 

Overview and Examples of international wholesale markets (How many countries have power market? What are the results?...)

Session 2-1: Example of markets : European markets (Nord Pool markets and others) 09:00 - 10:00

History

Framework of the market(s)

What kind of model is this compared to the generic models discussed in day 1?

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 2-2: Example of markets : US (+ Singapore) markets 10:30 - 11:30

History

Framework of the market(s)

What kind of model is this compared to the generic models discussed in day 1?

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 2-3: Example of markets : Pool markets (Philippines, Australia) 13:30 - 15:00

History

Framework of the market(s)

What kind of model is this compared to the generic models discussed in day 1?

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 2-4: Summary of the example markets - what to learn for Vietnam? 15:30 - 16:30

Key learning points from other electricity market reforms 

 International experience of separating out distribution and retail functions

Summary of the day - Q&A Session 16:30 - 17:00

PART 1 – GENERIC WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY MARKET CONCEPTS and INTERNATIONAL EXAMPLES

WHOLESALE  ELECTRICITY MARKET BASIC TRAINING COURSE

Monday 26 September 2016

Tuesday 27 September 2016

SESSION 1 - WHOLESALE MARKETS

SESSION 2: International examples – case studies
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Recap from yesterday and introduction to today´s topics 08:30 - 09:00

Key learning points from other electricity market reforms 

Session 3-1: What is a gross pool market? 09:00 - 10:00

Principles behind a gross pool markets

What are the main benefits of this market model compared to others?

Key roles and responsibilities 

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 3-2: Cost-based vs. price-based pools 10:30 - 11:30

What is the differences between these two models?

Why to choose between these models

Some examples

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 3-3: Gross pools - pricing methodology 13:30 - 15:00

Ex-ante vs. Ex-post price settings

Market settlement

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 3-4: Wholesale market summary 15:30 - 16:30

Summary of the models presented

A short exercise 

Presentations of answers to exercise

Summary of the day - Q&A Session 16:30 - 17:00

Recap from yesterday and introduction to today´s topics 08:30 - 09:00

Physical wholesale markets - normally short term trading

Longer term trading - how to manage?

Session 4-1: The difference between bilateral physical contracts and Financial contracts 09:00 - 10:00

Long term physical contracts as a traditional tool

Why the trends are to trade Financial contracts in stead?

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 4-2: Fundamentals of a Contract For Difference (CFD) contract 10:30 - 11:30

How does a CfD work in practice?

Types of contract: one-way CfD, two-way CfD, call-option, contract pricing, etc…
Roles and responsibilities

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 4-3: Use of CFDs in a Wholesale market concept 13:30 - 15:00

Practical implementations of CfDs - what could be their role in an Wholesale market?

How are CfDs traded? 

Some examples from international markets 

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 4-4: CFD in the VWEM context 15:30 - 16:30

Objectives of the CfDs in the VWEM

Some examples from international markets 

Summary of the day - Q&A Session 16:30 - 17:00

Recap from yesterday and introduction to today´s topics 08:30 - 09:00

The influence of the international examples on the VWEM design

Project history

Session 5-1: VWEM - required restructuring of the power sector 09:00 - 10:00

What is the actual restructuring mean?

Old and new structure

Phased approach

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 5-2: Overview of the VWEM concept 10:30 - 11:30

The main content of the new market

Key concepts and main objectives

Transmission and distribution pricing

Contractual arrangements (tying back to the CfD discussions from Thursday)

Electricity tariff setting in the new concept

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 5-3: VWEM worked examples 15:30 - 16:30

Some examples on how this will work

Exercises

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 5-4: VWEM worked examples continued 15:30 - 16:00

Results of exercises

Summary of the VWEM Basic Training - Q&A Session 16:00 - 16:30

Certificate and Conclusion (By ERAV and Consultant) 16:30 - 17:00

Friday 30 September 2016

PART 2 – BASIC VWEM TRADING CONCEPTS

Session 3: Gross pool

Section 4: Contract arrangements

Session 5: VWEM design features

Wednesday 28 September 2016

Thursday 29 September 2016
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2.3 Summary of Course Content 

2.3.1 Day 1, Session 1-1: Wholesale markets – general principles 

In this session, the participants were presented with an introduction to the “Wholesale Market” and the 
importance of having an electricity wholesale market.  The primary role of a power market to establish 
a balance between supply and demand based on an economic merit order and taking transmission 
constraints into account.  The participants were able to understand the importance of having a levelised 
playing field and common rules for all electricity market players and the concept of balance price was 
discussed. 

Participants were introduced to the prerequisites for the establishment of the market and the example 
of the Norwegian power sector was presented.  Before the Energy Act, the Norwegian power sector 
was dominated by one incumbent, vertically-integrated power company and was later unbundled into 
separate companies.  Later in this session, VWEM’s current challenges and Electricity Reform 
Roadmap of Vietnam was discussed. 

2.3.2 Day 1, Session 1-2: Wholesale market – general principles continued 

This session primarily focussed on the economic theories and rationales behind electricity markets. The 
participants were presented with the facts about the increasing global trend towards a fully completive 
market.  The benefits of having a fully competitive market were discussed. 

The consultant introduced the prerequisites for well-functioning electricity markets: having a high 
number of active market participants, bidding/trading rules and procedures, organised demand side 
operation, establish supporting transmission grid operations, diversify generation technologies, 
restructured and unbundled organisational structures.  The consultant mentioned international best 
practices from the Norwegian-Swedish market, Nordic market under Nordpool, United States (US), 
European Union (EU) and India. 

In the last part of the session, the standard liberalisation process was mentioned and this included 
discussion on vertical and horizontal unbundling of the electricity sector, a creation of voluntary public 
wholesale spot markets, adaptation of new regulatory rules for equal transmission access, and the 
establishment of independent regulatory agency. 

2.3.3 Day 1, Session 1-3 Electricity wholesale market models 

This session introduced bidding principles and the options of cost based bidding and price-based 
bidding.  The concepts of self-dispatch and central-dispatch were also discussed. 

Market pricing procedures are an essential element of any wholesale market and in this session, three 
distinguished spot market pricing methodologies were introduced; Single Price, Zonal Price and Nodal 
price.  Following this, the participants were presented with information on the transmission management 
procedures and how transmission capacity of an interconnector can be auctioned. 

2.3.4 Day 1, Session 1-4: Required power sector restructuring for wholesale 
electricity market 

The session introduced the legal and regulatory frameworks and law provisions for the restructuring of 
the wholesale market.  The roles and responsibilities of different market participants were put forward 
and these include the Transmission System Operator (TSO), Distribution System Operator (DSO), 
Power Exchange/Market Operator, Generators, Supplies, Traders and Brokers.  Lastly, the Operational 
Agreements that may exist between the market participants were discussed. 

2.3.5 Summary of Day 1 and Q&A 

A number of questions were asked at the end of day 1 which mainly covered the following topics: 

(a) Nodal price and zonal price signals 
(b) Impact of long-term price changes on generators under construction 
(c) Impact of short-term price signals on investment proposals 
(d) How establishment of the wholesale electricity market could improve sector’s efficiency and the 

impact it would have on electricity prices? 
(e) Moving away from a cost-based approach. 
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2.3.6 Day 2, Session 2-1: Example of markets - European markets (Nord Pool 
markets and others) 

An introduction to the Nordic electricity market and its design was provided with information on how 
Financial Markets and Power Exchanges are interlinked.  Participants were introduced to derivative 
markets (financial contracts, hedging and trading) and physical markets (day-ahead and intraday).  At 
the same time, the TSOs role of balancing power markets and system operations were presented.  
Participants were then familiarised with the Nord Pool model for power trading and its different 
elements, role, stakeholders and membership statistics.  Participants were also presented with some 
information about the history of Nord Pool model, the wholesale market regulation, roles of different 
parties in Nordic, the designated bidding areas and the volume of electricity that was traded on the spot 
market and its comparison with the total consumption in the region. 

The European Target Model was also presented, which aims to ensure the completion of the EU 
Internal Energy Market for Electricity.  This model includes the guidance and standard for each 
timeframe: Day Ahead (DA), Intra-Day (ID), Balancing and Forward Market. 

The Nordic Day Ahead market (Elspot) was presented and discussions included topics like the available 
transmission capacities, supply and demand, which are used to determine the price for electricity and 
flows between areas for each hour.  Participants were able to understand how Day Ahead prices are 
determined simultaneously across Europe and the Multi-Regional Coupling Day-Ahead Price 
calculation technique that is presently used for this.  Participants were then provided with the details of 
the Euphemia algorithm and its economic approach (the objective of the algorithm) was discussed in 
some detail.  This was followed by a discussion on bottleneck income (Congestion rent), system pricing 
and development of aggregated system price curves. 

2.3.7 Day 2, Session 2-2: Example of markets: US (+ Singapore) markets 

The session started with a discussion on the US markets and slides from the Pennsylvania – New 
Jersey – Maryland (PJM) interconnection were presented.  PJM operates a competitive wholesale 
electricity market and acts as a neutral and an independent party.  Slides were presented on PJM’s 
governance, its authority and PJM’s Operational Markets and Services: Day-ahead, real-time, 
Reliability Pricing Model (RPM) Auction, Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs) Auction and Ancillary 
Services.   

In the second part of this session, information about the Singapore’s Energy Market Company Pte Ltd 
(EMC) was presented.  The consultant presented the primary market framework and main building 
blocks of electricity market: half-hour spot market, generation side bidding, load forecasting, nodal 
pricing for generators, single price for buyers and the security-constrained central dispatch model. 

2.3.8 Day 2, Session 2-3: Example of markets: Pool markets (Philippines, Australia) 

An overview of the Philippines and the country’s Energy Reform Agenda (“ERA”) was provided.  The 
participants were presented with information about the development of Wholesale Electricity Spot 
Market (WESM).   

In the second part of the session, the participants were presented with the WESM design and the 
outcomes of the energy reform process.  The Philippines WESM design is similar to electricity markets 
in Australia, Singapore and New Zealand.  Participants were introduced to the features of the WESM 
and the various processes & timetables followed by the company.  The participants were able to 
understand the role of information in the decentralised electricity markets.  This was followed by a 
comparison of market projections and forecasting techniques used by WESM, ANEM (Australia), NEMS 
(Singapore), NZEM (New Zealand) and PJM (US). 

In the third part of this session, the participants were provided with information about the Australian 
electricity market.  Information about the main building blocks of the electricity market were presented: 
Generation side bidding, five-minute calculation rounds, half hourly zonal prices and the central dispatch 
model. 
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2.3.9 Day 2, Session 2-4: Summary of the example markets - what to learn for Viet 
Nam? 

In this session, the participants discussed their learning from the day and there was broad agreement 
that there are many good generic models available and these could be used to design the wholesale 
electricity market in Vietnam.  The benefits of a stepwise process were highlighted, and it was 
emphasised that the simple copying of any model may not appropriate.   

2.3.10 Day 2, Session 2-5: Summary of Day 2 and Q&A 

A number of questions were asked at the end of Day 2 and these were mainly on the following topics: 

• How should the industry treat a bankruptcy (e.g. the ENRON example)? 

• What actions could be taken if the distribution companies do not fulfil their obligations? 

• The roles and responsibilities of the Market Operation Centre at PJM 

• Market prices in the Singapore pool model 

• Applicability of Philippines model in Viet Nam 

• Demand scenarios used in the Australian model 

• Indirect market participants 

• List of electricity markets around the world with information about the market models 

• Effect of different models on consumer pricing 

2.3.11 Day 3, Session 3-1: What is a gross pool market? 

In this session, the consultant introduced the two key market models: Pool model and Bilateral 
Contracts Model.  The difference between the two models and convergence of the two models were 
discussed.  Participants were introduced to concepts of Contracts for Differences (CfDs) and voluntary 
organised markets.  This was followed by a slide that highlighted the differences between the “Gross 
Pool” and “Net Pool”. 

2.3.12 Day 3, Session 3-2: Cost-based vs. price-based pools 

Cost based bidding and price based bidding principles were introduced, and the consultant then 
presented conditions required for moving away from cost based to price based approach in VWEM and 
discussed challenges such as ensuring adequate generation capacity, contracting issues for generators 
and retailers, market cap and bid cap.   International examples were presented and countries were 
categorised based on the bidding approach followed in each market (cost-based, price-based or 
marginal cost-based). 

In the second part of this session, the consultant presented information about the monopoly regulation 
in pool markets and how it compares with competition regulation.  The consultant then discussed the 
legal and regulatory framework and law provisions.  This session also included information on: The 
European electricity wholesale market, ancillary service provisions in the pool markets and how primary, 
secondary and tertiary reserves are managed.  The concept of imbalance settlements was also 
introduced. 

2.3.13 Day 3, Session 3-3: Gross pools - pricing methodology 

This session included the elements of pricing in a high-level design for a gross mandatory pool.  
Participants were then presented with examples of offers and this included information on commercial 
offers and technical offers.  Participants were shown the details of the SMP Algorithm and its application 
in a pool market.  The consultant presented an overview on market schedule quantities, dispatch 
quantities and the treatment of losses.  The consultant then introduced the concept of capacity 
payments and uninstructed imbalances. 

The second part of the session was on settlement in a gross pool. The definition of settlement classes 
were introduced: Predictable price maker, Predictable price taker, Variable price maker, Variable price 
taker and Autonomous.  Following this, the consultant presented the settlement timeline along with 
information on important definitions, risk & payments, process overview, cash flows and settlement 
statements.  
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2.3.14 Day 3, Session 3-4: Wholesale market summary 

The consultant started this session with a recap of the market models and the examples of different 
markets used in Singapore, England & Wales, Italy, Spain, PJM, Netherlands, Belgium and Sweden.  
Each market was categorised into Gross Pool, Net Pool, Bilateral and Voluntary markets.  Following 
this, participants discussed the key roles and responsibilities of sellers, buyers and service providers in 
the Viet Nam Wholesale Electricity Market. 

2.3.15 Day 3, Session 3-5: Summary of Day 3 and Q&A 

A number of questions were asked at the end of day 3 and these were mainly on the following topics: 

• Cash flows in the wholesale market 

• Recovery of transmission and distribution charges 

• Invoicing and settlement timetable 

2.3.16 Day 4, Session 4-1: The difference between bilateral physical contracts and 
financial contracts  

This session started with a discussion on the difference between the physical contracts and financial 
contracts.  The participants were able to the role of a clearing house, which is responsible for financial 
administration and risk management. Information was also presented about financial trading and 
reasons why market participants are interested in financial trading and hedging. 

2.3.17 Day 4, Session 4-2: Fundamentals of a Contract for Difference (CFD) contract 

The consultant introduced the concept of Contract for Difference (CfD) and how such a financial contract 
could reduce exposure for volatile energy prices for the party who receives the CfD.  The participants 
were introduced to different types of CfDs: one sided CfD and two sided CfDs.  The concept of 
Futures/Forwards and Options were then introduced.  This led to a discussion on how CfDs could be 
used to replace Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs).  The consultant then introduced an example of 
the market opening using CfDs and how a sliding scale scheme could be used to gradually expose 
consumers more to market prices.   

2.3.18 Day 4, Session 4-3: Use of CFDs in a Wholesale market concept 

The consultant started this session with an introduction to the role of contracting in electricity markets 
and the options for developing electricity contract markets was discussed.  The participants were 
presented with information about how WESM rules have evolved over the years and how the market 
exposures for contracts increased from 10% to 90%.  The participants were then presented with issues 
in relation to electricity contracts in WESM.  Lastly, the consultant presented information on the 
centralised auction mechanism that is presently under consideration in the Philippines.  The consultant 
concluded this part of the session with his thoughts on the smart contract auction approach. 

Why do we need longer term contracts in a market environment? 

In this section of the presentation, the consultant emphasised the need for long term contracts and the 
risk management products that could be used in a market environment.  Information was also presented 
on the financial market behaviour and financial market settlements.  

Example from a well-developed financial market trading derivatives (NASDAQ) 

The consultant highlighted the basic elements of a well-functional market such as Liquidity, 
Transparency, Secure Counterpart (Clearing) and Market surveillance.  

2.3.19 Day 4, Session 4-4: CFD in the VWEM context 

This section started with a discussion on the objectives of contracting in VWEM.  The discussion was 
mainly focussed on the revenue streams and cost streams.  Participants appreciated that for the retailer 
businesses, the contracting arrangements need to provide a good hedge for their non-contestable 
customer loads and at the same time, for generators, the contracting arrangements should enable them 
to hedge their spot market revenue streams for a number of years. 

The participants then discussed the importance of bilateral contracting and implementation of two-way 
CfDs, one way CfDs, and other financial contracts.  The importance of a fair allocation of vesting 
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contracts between generators and retailers for the start of the market was stressed, to provide a hedge 
against the exposure of retailers to spot prices and provide some certainty of revenues to generators.  

Examples of different contracts including settlement: 

In this section, numerical problems on the following examples were presented: 

(a) CfD traded between two parties (Bilateral CfD) without central clearing - using simple bidding 
to illustrate the points 

(b) CfD traded between two parties (Bilateral CfD) without central clearing 
(c) CfD through a market with central clearing 

In the last part of this session, the participants were introduced to more sophisticated financial solutions 
such as Options.  The concept of Call Option and Put Option was discussed in some detail. 

2.3.20 Day 4, Session 4-5: Summary of Day 4 and Q&A 

A number of questions were asked at the end of day 4 and these were mainly on the following topics: 

• Cash flow in a bilateral contract and financial contract 

• Differences in prices in physical and financial contracts 

• Difference between CfD contract principles and financial contracts 

• Contract durations (fixed or full year) 

• Effect of tariff increases on contracts 

• Futures and Forwards trading 

• Calculation of CfDs 

• Consumer protection 

• Trading period for CfDs and use of CfD as a financial instrument for hedging 

2.3.21 Day 5, Session 5-1: VWEM - structure of the power sector 

This session started with a review of Vietnam’s electricity industry and the role of Ministries, the 
regulator, the Generators, NLDC, EPTC and the Power Corporations was discussed.  This was followed 
by a discussion about the Vietnamese Power System.  The Country’s Electricity Reform Roadmap, 
VWEM Implementation Stages and current pricing arrangements were also detailed. 

2.3.22 Day 5, Session 5-2: Overview of the VWEM concept 

The structure of the VCGM was examined, including a block diagram showing the participants, non-
participants and other service providers (indirect trading generators and direct trading generators).  The 
consultant then presented a summary of the basic features current cost-based power pool and the 
arrangements between generation, transmission, distribution and electricity retailing.  The conceptual 
design of the next stage of the reform roadmap was then presented with the information on new VWEM 
arrangements and the new organisation structure. 

The consultant presented VWEM Key roles and responsibilities for Buyers: Retailers, Wholesalers, 
Eligible Customers and Market Customers. Following this VWEM’s key responsibilities for sellers 
(generators, generator traders and EPTC) and Service providers (System and Market Operator (SMO)), 
Electricity Transmission Service Provider, Electricity Distribution Service Provider and Meter Data 
Management Service Providers (MDMSP) were mentioned.  Further to this, a table comparing the rules 
for VCGM, VWEM 2019 and LT VWEM was presented. 

2.3.23 Day 5, Session 5-3 and Section 5-4: VWEM worked examples and Test 

In this session worked examples for the Viet Nam Wholesale Electricity Market (VWEM) were presented 
and the end-of-course test was delivered. 

2.3.24 Day 5, Session 5-5: Summary of Day 5 and Q&A 

A broad range of questions and general discussion points were raised at the end of Day 5. 
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3 Feedback on Basic Training Course 

3.1 Overall Course Rating 
77% of the participants found the course to be “Good” and 22% rated the course as “”Excellent”.  Only 
2% rated the course as “Average” and none of the participants said that the course as “Poor”.  

 

 

 

3.2 Knowledge and understanding of electricity markets before 
and after the course. 

3.2.1 Before the course 

41% of the participants claimed that they had a “Poor” understanding of the electricity markets before 
the course and another 49% said that they had an “Average” understanding of the course.  10% of the 
participants claimed that they had a “Good” understanding of the course.  None of the participants 
claimed that they had an “Excellent” understanding of the electricity markets before the training 
programme. 

3.2.2 After the course 

After the training programme, 5% of the participants claimed that they had an “Excellent” understanding 
of the topic and 64% stated that they had a “Good” understanding of the topic.  About 31% stated that 
they had an “Average” understanding of the topic and none of the participants said that they had a 
“Poor” understanding of the electricity markets. 
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3.3 What was the best part of the course, and what was least 
good? 

3.3.1 Best aspects of the course 

Participants identified a wide range of aspects of the course as being the “best” parts, including: 

• the background to the Nord Pool market and other international examples 

• the introductions given to different types of contracts 

• references to financial contracts and forward/future contracts 

• specific references that were given to examples of practical applications relating to the VWEM 

• discussions that took place of the roles of specific stakeholders, e.g. generators and regulators. 

 

3.3.2 Least good aspects 

These generally related to topics that were felt to have limited relevance in Vietnam – those attendees 
who identified “least good” aspects of the course felt that they needed more training in the specifics of 
the VWEM.  They were reassured by the consultant that further information would be presented in the 
Advanced Training Course. 

A request was made for illustrated examples of how different steps in market operation work, including 
bidding, transactions, market payments and sample contracts.  This was taken into account in designing 
the Advanced Training Course. 

3.4 How knowledgeable was the presenter? 
28% of the participants believed that the course trainer had an “Excellent” knowledge of the subject.  
Another 70% believed that the course trainer had a “Good” knowledge of the electricity markets.  Only 
2% of the participants believed that course trainer had an “Average” knowledge of the electricity markets 
and none of the participants said that trainer had “Poor” knowledge. 

 

 

3.5 Did the trainer make the subject interesting? 
More than 80% of the participants believed that the trainer had made a more than average effort to 
make the subject interesting to all participants. 
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3.6 Was the training delivered at the right level for the 
audience? 

More than 80% of the participants believed that the level of training was “Good” or “Excellent” for the 
audience. 

 

3.7 Pace of presentations 
97% of the participants believed that the presentations were delivered at the right pace and only 3% 
believed that this was faster than desired. 

 

 

3.8 Quality of translations 
95% of the participants believed that the quality of verbal and written translations provided to them was 
“Good” or “Excellent”. 
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3.9 Rating of training methods and materials  

3.9.1 Usefulness of the presentation material 

31% of the participants stated that they found the presentations “Very Useful” and another 69% found 
the presentations “Useful”.  None of the participants found the presentations to be “Of limited use” or 
“Not Useful”. 

 

 

3.9.2 Usefulness of the printed material: 

97% of the participants said that they found the printed material “Useful” or “Very Useful”.  Only 3% said 
that they printed material was “Of limited use”. 

 

3.9.3 Soft copies of slides  

52% of the participants believed that the provision of soft copies of the slides was “Very Useful” and 
45% believed that this was “Useful”.  
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3.10 Question and answer sessions 
21% of the participants found the questions and answer sessions “Very Useful” and another 59 % said 
that this was “Useful”.  Around 20% of the participants found the question and answer sessions to be 
“Of limited use”.      

 

3.11 Training room and related facilities 

3.11.1 Location    

82% of the participants found the location of the training (the Blue Lotus Centre) to be “Excellent” or 
“Good”.  15% of the participants found the location to be “Average” and 3% said that the location was 
“Poor”. 

 

 

3.11.2 Training room 

92% of the participants found the training room to be “Excellent” or “Good”.  7% of the participants 
considered the training room to be average and 2% said it was “Poor”. 
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3.11.3 Audio-visual facilities 

92% of the participants found the audio-visual facilities to be “Excellent” or “Good”.  8% stated that the 
audio-visual facilities to be “Average”. 

 
 

3.11.4 Course dinner  

98% of the participants stated that the course dinner was “Excellent” or “Good”. 

 

3.12 Relevance of the course now or in the future 
Participants were asked if they think they will be able to put the knowledge gained into use now, or in 
the future.  None of the participants believed that they would not be able to use the knowledge that was 
gained in the training programme.  76% believed that they would be able to use the knowledge from 
this programme in the future and 24% believed they would be able use it immediately.  
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3.13 Future training needs 
Participants were asked what additional training they felt they would need before the VWEM is 
implemented. 

Their responses identified the following possible topics for future training: 

• VWEM’s rules, regulations and legal frameworks. 
• Vesting contract; types of contracts. 

• Overseas study tours to countries which have a functioning wholesale electricity markets  
similar to the Vietnam’s market structure, or international markets with achieved results being 
compared to original objectives 

• Finance-related training courses. 

• Training courses about VCGM’s operations in practice. 
• Advanced training courses about contracts, payments and load forecasting. 

• Training courses about risk management strategy and contracts. 

• Training in the potential behaviours of market participants. 

• Advanced training courses about building and managing CfD contracts, bidding, and market 
participants’ activities in VWEM. 

Many of these topics formed part of the Advanced Training, and the comments about overseas study 
tours will be taken into account in designing the study tour that is to form part of this project. 

3.14 Additional comments 
In the “additional comments” section of the questionnaire, participants recorded the following points: 

• They felt that there were insufficient examples of the motivations for the Power Corporations 
to participate in the power market.  It can be seen that when participating in the power market, 
PCs will face more risks; meanwhile PCs are still responsible for ensuring power supply 
security. 

• More information about international power markets. 

• Further information should have been provided about the current Vietnam power market. 

• The future development phases of the power market were unclear. 

From these comments it is clear that the PCs in particular would benefit from more training as to the 
rationale for the VWEM and their role in it, as well as detailed training in risk management techniques. 

3.15 Test Scores 
The test that was set at the end of the course consisted of 31 questions.  All of the participants achieved 
scores in the range 18 – 29 out of 31, i.e. between 58% and 93%. 

This was considered a satisfactory outcome, and indicated a good level of understanding by the 
participants.  This also suggested that all of the participants were performing at a level suitable for them 
to participate in the Advanced Course if they wished. 
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4 VWEM Advanced Training Course 

4.1 Introduction 
A 5-day Advanced Training course on the VWEM was delivered at the offices of ERAV in Hanoi, from 
Monday 28th November to Friday 2nd December, by Dr Stuart Thorncraft.  Stuart Thorncraft has over 
15 years’ experience of providing consulting advice to governments, regulators and utilities on issues 
ranging from energy policy, energy sector planning and financing, generation pricing, benchmarking 
generation and transmission costs, design and operation of electricity markets, performing electricity 
sector asset valuations, modelling and projecting cost and/or tariff structures, developing technical / 
financial models of revenues and costs in electricity in power industries.  He obtained his PhD from 
University of New South Wales, Sydney in electrical engineering in 2009 where he focused on multi-
disciplinary research into the design and operation of electricity markets.  

The Advanced Training Course was designed taking account of the outcomes from the Basic Training 
Course, together with further thinking on what would be an appropriate approach to take and also some 
feedback from ERAV.  This training programme was attended by 68 participants and all attendees came 
prepared with laptops that have Excel installed and were ready to undertake a number of spreadsheet-
based exercises.  The participants used an Excel plugin called the OpenSolver for all the exercises, 
which is an open source linear programming tool.  The Advanced Training course was intended to be 
of an interactive nature and the lectures on the theory were integrated into discussions around solving 
the sorts of problems encountered when operating as a generator or retailer in a competitive wholesale 
electricity market environment. 

4.2 Training Course Programme 
The training course was presented over five working days, and the broad timetable that was followed 
is shown in the following tables. 

In summary, the course was structured as follows: 

Day 1:  Introductions 

 Wholesale Spot Market Design – Theory & Practice 

 Wholesale electricity market models 

 Power sector restructuring and implications for wholesale markets 

 

Day 2:  Demand & Price Forecasting 

 

Day 3:  Demand & Price Forecasting (continued) 

 Cost-based vs Price Based Pools 

 Contracting in Electricity Markets 

 

Day 4:  Contracting in Electricity Markets (continued) 

 Bidding/trading in Electricity Markets 

 

Day 5:  Summary of Days 1-4 

 Exercises 

 Questions and Answers 
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Table 2: Advanced Training Course Timetable 

 

  

Registrations 08:30 - 09:00

Welcome, introductions 09:00 - 09:30

Openning Remark (ERAV Leader)

Short project presentation, goals and other parts of the training program to follow

Presentation of the presenters, format, agenda, other practical issues

Photo session Add

Session 1-1: Wholesale Spot Market Design: Theory & Practice 09:30 - 10:15

Basic features of electricity markets, VWEM 2019, Long-Term VWEM

Optimisation Theory & Linear Programming

Exercises for session 1-1:

Spreadsheet setup: Open Solver Plug-in

Spreadsheet exercise: Linear Programming

Tea and Coffee break 10:15 - 10:30

Session 1-2: Wholesale Spot Market Design: Theory & Practice (Continued) 10:30 - 11:30

Dispatch and pricing models

Security-constrained economic dispatch

Power system security & power system limits

Pricing models: SMP, ZMP, and LMP

Exercises for session 1-2:

Spreadsheet exercise: SMP Calculation

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Exercises for session 1-2 (continued): 13:30 - 15:00

Spreadsheet exercise: LMP Calculation

Spreadsheet exercise: Computing Thermal Limits

Session 1-3: Wholesale Spot Market Design: Theory & Practice (Continued)

Ancillary services

Designing spot markets for ancillary services

Energy and reserves co-optimisation

Treatment of ancillary services in spot markets (including international experience)

Discussion of emerging issues for ancillary service design (inertia and frequency control)

Regional reserves model

Exersies for session 1-3:

Spreadsheet exercise: energy & reserves co-optimisation

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 1-4: Wholesale Spot Market Design: Theory & Practice (Continued) 15:30 - 17:00

Pre-dispatch and predispatch sensitivities 

Inter-temporal limits 

Day-ahead & week-ahead projections

Generation adequacy vs. missing money problem

Approaches to addressing the missing money problem in a cost-based pool

Cost-based vs. Price-based markets

Exercises for session 1-4:

Spreadsheet exercise: Inter-temporal limits

Spreadsheet exercise: Short-Run Marginal Cost & Long-Run Marginal Cost

Spreadsheet exercise: Computing a capacity price

PART 1 - WHOLESALE SPOT MARKET DESIGN: THEORY & PRACTICE

WHOLESALE  ELECTRICITY MARKET ADVANCED TRAINING COURSE

Monday 28 November 2016

DAY 1:
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Recap exercises from day 1 08:30 - 09:00

Discussion of exercises and their solutions

Questions & answers

Session 2-1: 09:00 - 10:00

Settlements - in general, and in the VWEM 2019 and LT VWEM

Prudential requirements: what are they and how are they calculated

Exercises for session 2-1:

Spreadsheet exercise: Calculation of the VWEM 2019 spot settlements for a retailer

Spreadsheet exercise: Calculation of the VWEM 2019 spot settlements for a portfolio of generators

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 2-2: Demand & Price Forecasting 10:30 - 11:30

Disussion of major activities of generators and retailers who operate in electricity markets

Statistical modelling and basics of regression analysis

Nature of electricity demand

Overview of demand forecasting definitions, approaches, and techniques

Requirements for EDSPs and Retailers in the VWEM in terms of demand forecasting

Difference between demand forecasting for EDSPs vs. Retailers 

Load Research - what it is and why it is important for demand forecasting

Long-term demand forecasting

Exercises for session 2-2:

Spreadsheet exercises: developing a basic regression model

Spreadsheet exercises: developing a basic long-term regression model for electricity demand

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 2-3: Demand & Price Forecasting (Continued) 13:30 - 15:00

Energy efficiency, customer behaviour, DSM, DR, and small scale embedded generation

Probability of exceedance concept and implications for modelling

Emerging issues for demand forecasting at this time 

Monte-Carlo load simulation techniques

Top-down & bottom-up reconciliation 

Case Study: AEMO demand forecasting approach

Exercises for session 2-3:

Spreadsheet exercise: Monte Carlo demand simulation

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 2-4: Demand & Price Forecasting (Continued) 15:30 - 17:00

Short-term demand forecasting

Medium-term demand forecasting

Hybrids of different demand forecasting techniques

Conformance factors, and disaggregation 

Demand profiles and scaling demands over time for simulations / models 

Exercises for session 2-4:

Spreadsheet exercise: Computing and Applying conformance factors

Tuesday 29 November 2016

DAY 2:

PART 1 - WHOLESALE SPOT MARKET DESIGN: THEORY & PRACTICE (CONTINUED)

PART 2 - DEMAND AND PRICE FORECASTING
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Recap exercises from day 2: 08:30 - 09:00

Discussion of exercises and their solutions

Questions & answers

Session 3-1: Demand & Price Forecasting (Continued) 09:00 - 10:00

Why do market participants need to do price forecasting?   

Why do we require the SMO to do price forecasting? 

Drivers behind price forecasting models

Structural models vs. non-structural (stochastic) models

Optimisation vs. simulation

Examples of software packages that do price forecasting

Types of generation technologies, their operational limits and costs

Water values and opportunity costs

Demand curves, price curves 

Optimal generation mix (stylised) based on screening curves & least cost planning

Electricity market simulation modelling

Monte Carlo price simulations - why this is necessary (value at risk)

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 3-2: Cost-based vs. price-based pools 10:30 - 11:30

Steps invovled in market price simulation modelling 

Developing simple stochastic price simulation models

Exercises for Session 3-2:

Spreadsheet exercise stochastic price simulation model #1

Spreadsheet exercise stochastic price simulation model #2

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 3-3: Contracting in Electricity Markets 13:30 - 15:00

Recap the fundamentals of electricity market design

Electricity derivatives 

Management of portfolios of contracts 

Contract pricing 

Spot vs. contract prices - example from Australia

Spot exposure: What does it mean for retailers?  What does it mean for generators?

Approaches for contract portfolio management for PCs (Retailers): demand and price variations (peak, off-peak, wet, dry, etc.) 

Approaches for management of contract levels for GENCOs: outage planning, contract pricing, buying and selling contracts 

Risk management and risk policies 

What should retailers and generators be doing now to prepare for the VWEM?

CFDs and their additive nature

Exercises for Session 3-3: 

Spreadsheet exercise: computing payouts for different contract types

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 3-4: Contracting in Electricity Markets (continued) 15:30 - 17:00

Options

Cap and floor contracts

VWEM vesting contracts 

VWEM bilateral contracts

Methods and approaches for contract pricing

Peaking generators vs. baseload generators

Exercises for Session 3-4:

Spreadsheet exercise: computing prices of contracts based on different price outcomes (forecasts or historical) 

PART 3 - CONTRACTING IN ELECTRICITY MARKETS 

PART 2 - DEMAND AND PRICE FORECASTING (CONTINUED)

DAY 3: 

Wednesday 30 November 2016
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Recap exercises from Day 3: 08:30 - 09:00

Discussion of exercises and their solutions

Questions & answers

Exercises for Session 3-4 (continued): 09:00 - 10:00

Spreadsheet exercise: computing the spot exposure of demand profile (using Monte Carlo demand & price methods)

Spreadsheet exercise: computing the spot exposure of a generation porfiolio (using Monte Carlo approach)

Discussion topic: what are the implications for negotiating bilateral contracts in the VWEM?

Tea and Coffee break 10:00-10:15

Session 4-1: Contracting in Electricity Markets (Continued) 10:15 - 11:30

Basis risk

LMP and security-constrained economic disaptch revisited

Settlement surplus

Financial Transmission Rights (FTRs)

Exercises for session 4-1:

Spreadsheet exercise: calculation of pay-outs of FTRs 

Spreadsheet exercise: calculation of pay-outs of CFDs and FTRs

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

Session 4-2: Contracting in Electricity Markets (Continued) 13:30 - 15:00

Smart Contract Auction

Worked examples of the contract auction

BOT Trader Model for Managing PPAs 

Contract portfolfio management

Exercises for session 4-2:

Interactive game: Smart Contract Auction #1

Interactive game: Smart Contract Auction #2

Interactive game: Smart Contract Auction #3

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

Session 4-3: Participating in Electricity Markets 15:30 - 17:00

Review of different technologies and their constraints / limits

Basic microeconomics & profit maximisation theory

Recap the role of electricity contracts 

Bidding strategies in general and optimal bidding 

Discussion of bidding behaviour in electricity markets (strategies of generators in NEM)

Game theory

Nash equilibrium

Exercise for session 4-3:

Spreadsheet exercise: calculating equilibrium

Recap exercises from Day 4: 08:30 - 09:00

Discussion of exercises and their solutions

Questions & answers

Session 5-1: Contracting in Electricity Markets (continued) 09:00 - 10:00

Managing generation plan via a market: unit commitment, min. loading levels, energy limits, take-or-pay contracts etc. 

Operation & trading of coal-fired generators, CCGTs, hydro power plants, SMHPs in the VWEM 

Managing BOT Trader in the VWEM 

Risks when bidding 

Demand-side bidding

Ancillary service "bidding"

Examples of bidding strategies from generators in other markets

Tea and Coffee break 10:00 - 10:30

Session 5-2: Overview of the VWEM concept 10:30 - 11:30

Risks in operating in an electricity market

Risk management and mitigation

Organisation of retailers and generators: front office, back opffice, trading teams, controls, risk management, reporting etc.

Introduction to interactive game 

Organisation of the group into retailers and generators

LUNCH 11:30 - 13:30

INTERACTIVE EXERCISE 15:30 - 16:30

Tea and Coffee break 15:00 - 15:30

INTERACTIVE EXERCISE 15:30 - 16:00

Recap the training course and Q&As… 16:00 - 16:30

Certificate and Conclusion (By ERAV and Consultant) 16:30 - 17:00

PART 4 - PARTICIPATING IN ELECTRICITY MARKETS (BIDDING)

Friday 30 September 2016

DAY 4:

DAY 5:

Thursday 1 December 2016
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4.3 Summary of Course Content 
Day 1: Wholesale Spot Market Design – Theory and Practice (Part 1) 

The main objective of day 1 was to develop an understanding among the participants of wholesale spot 
market design features by working on concrete examples.  Optimisation is core to the understanding of 
the electricity markets work and so the session started with the understanding of optimisation process. 

By the end of day 1, the participants had gained an understanding of the basics of linear programming.  
The participants gained an appreciation of dispatch and pricing issues that could be resolved by 
techniques of linear programming.  The consultant provided an insight into how linear programming 
could be used in trading and other areas. 

4.3.1 Day 1, Session 1-1: VWEM 2019 and Long Term VWEM Design Features – 
“Refresher”  

This session provided a recap of the basic features of the electricity markets with a particular reference 
to the basic design choices that have been made in the VWEM 2019 and Long Term VWEM. 

4.3.2 Day 1, Session 1-2: Optimisation, Linear Programming and Open Solver 

The consultant started this session with an example of the least cost merit order problem.  This was 
followed by a method of finding a least cost generation solution that provided participants with an 
understanding of the structure of a linear program.  During the first exercise (Exercise 1), the 
participants installed the open solver plugin and solved a simple optimisation problem.  The second 
exercise (Exercise 2) presented a simple market clearing engine in which participants were able to 
understand the constraints, objectives and decision variables.  The topics of discussion included the 
method used to incorporate demand and supply in each region and allocation of transmission losses. 

4.3.3 Day 1, Session 1-3: Security-constrained Economic Dispatch & Pricing 
Models – Market Clearing Engines 

The consultant introduced a Security-Constrained Dispatch Optimisation Model and he explained 
different features of the model.  The participants were then presented with the structure of VWEM 2019 
and how SMO could attempt to dispatch generating units based on existing IT infrastructure. 

4.3.4 Day 1, Session 1-4: Pricing models: SMP, ZMP and LMP 

Participants were made familiar with the trading definitions, trading intervals, dispatch intervals, ex-ante 
and ex-post pricing techniques.  The consultant elaborated how the dispatching & pricing models can 
be decoupled.  The participants were also presented with information on the market pricing techniques 
for the long term VWEM.  This was followed by exercises (Exercise 3 and 4) on System Marginal Price 
(SMP) Calculation, Zonal Marginal Price (ZMP) and Locational Marginal Price (LMP) Calculation and 
N-1 Thermal Limits. 

Day 2: Wholesale Spot market Design – Theory and Practice (Part 2) and Demand Forecasting 
Basics 

The main objective of Day 2 was to make participants familiar with the basics of demand forecasting 
and cover the advanced aspects of demand forecasting.  The course material also covered the 
wholesale market price forecasting techniques.  Both topics are of critical importance for the retailers 
operating in electricity markets and price forecasting is important for both retailers & generators. 

4.3.5 Day 2, Session 2-1: Demand Forecasting Requirements for SMO and PCs in 
the VWEM 

The consultant started this session by defining the requirements of Load Forecasting in VWEM.  
Participants were made familiar with different demand forecasts that are developed for different 
purposes and are undertaken by different organisations.  

4.3.6 Day 2, Session 2-2: Nature of Electricity Demand and Some Basic Definitions 

Participants were presented with information about various drivers for electricity demand such as 
macro-economic factors, prices, composition of customer base and prices, exogenous factors and 
demand side management.  The consultant introduced participants with material on economic factors, 
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energy intensity, the problem of over-forecasting, GDP elasticity, climate/seasonality issues, profile of 
residential load, the impact of solar rooftop on demand, demand profiles of different type of customers, 
load duration curves (Singapore & Australia) and load factors.  This was followed by two exercises 
(Exercise 1 and 2) on basic calculations on demand data and regression modelling.  

4.3.7 Day 2, Session 2-3: Demand Forecasting Methodologies 

The consultant started this session with an explanation of numerous considerations that should be taken 
into account while deciding between various approaches for forecasting demand.  The consultant also 
presented timeframes for demand forecasts.  The participants were presented with Top-Down and 
Bottom-Up models for demand forecasting and consideration of the way that reconciliation of Top-Down 
and Bottom-Up approaches could be used. 

4.3.8 Day 2, Session 2-4: Demand Forecasting for Planning (Medium to Long 
Term)  

The consultant started this session with typical approaches for long-term demand forecasting.  The 
participants were presented with an example of a regression model and its advantages/disadvantages.  
The participants were made familiar with international examples of demand forecasting and examples 
from Australia, Thailand, Korea, Ireland and Vietnam were presented.  Lastly, the consultant presented 
various techniques that could be used to improve the quality of demand forecasts.  This was followed 
by an exercise on a basic demand forecasting model (Exercise 3). 

Case study: Australian Energy Market Operator Demand Forecasting Methodology  

This case study example provided participants with AEMO demand forecasting methodology.  The 
consultant mentioned that AEMO’s demand forecasting over time has been enhanced to deal with 
emerging challenges (solar PV for example) and to address identified weaknesses (period of over-
forecasting). 

4.3.9 Day 2, Session 2-5: Demand Forecasting for Risk Management / Commercial 
Operations 

The consultant introduced the concepts of financial risk management and the importance of demand 
modelling and forecasting as part of these processes.    

The participants completed Monte Carlo Demand Modelling (Exercise 4) based on the sample demand 
profiles different days and their probabilities of occurrence. 

4.3.10 Day 2, Session 2-7: Role of Price Forecasting for Retailers and Generators 

Retailers (PCs) can either rely on the price projections of the SMO or they can develop their own price 
forecasts. The consultant elaborated that the retailers would need to decide on what is the most 
appropriate approach to take for managing their commercial operations in the VWEM. 

4.3.11 Day 2, Session 2-8: Wholesale Price Forecasting Methods 

In this section, the consultant presented typical issues that need to be considered for electricity market 
modelling.  The block diagram for a market study process was presented along with the basics of market 
dispatch algorithm. 

 

Day 3: Contracting in Electricity markets (Part 1) 

The key objective of Day 3 was to help participants develop an advanced understanding of contract 
types and processes of contracting in the electricity market.  The day covered issues for generators and 
retailers in relation to contracting & risk management in the VWEM.  The coverage of contract 
mechanisms in the VWEM were discussed and this include bilateral contracts and vesting contracts. 

4.3.12 Day 3, Session 3-1: Electricity market design & contracting (with reference to 
VWEM) 

The consultant started the day with an introduction to the characteristics of the electricity spot market. 
This was followed by block diagrams of Spot & Contract Markets (ANEM), model for VWEM 2019 and 
a model for Long Term VWEM. This was followed by an exercise (Exercise 1) on SWAP contracts. 
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4.3.13 Day 3, Session 3-2: Electricity derivatives 

In this session, the participants were able to appreciate the fact that the electricity spot markets are 
volatile and to avoid highly variable cash flows generators and customers contract in order to ‘effectively’ 
fix the price beforehand for some of their generation or demand.  The participants were presented with 
information on physical contracts, financial or derivatives contract, vesting contracts and use of CFDs 
in electricity trading.   The exercise (Exercise 2) was presented which elaborated various elements of 
an Options Contract. 

4.3.14 Day 3, Session 3-3: Contract portfolios 

The participants were introduced to the concept of the Options market and how Call and Put options 
could be used by generators and buyers.  The exercise (Exercise 3) was presented which elaborated 
various elements of Contract portfolios. 

4.3.15 Day 3, Session 3-4: Contract trading (+ examples) 

In this section, the consultant mentioned how Generators and Retailers in competitive electricity 
markets manage portfolios of contracts.  The participants completed a spreadsheet exercise on contract 
portfolios.  The participants were presented with an illustration of electricity contract trading and price 
discovery techniques were discussed in detail.  An example of calendar swaps in Australia was put 
forward.  The development of forward trading markets and evolution of contract trading in electricity 
market were discussed. 

4.3.16 Day 3, Session 3-5: Contract pricing  

A block diagram for contract pricing was presented and the consultant explained that the simplest way 
of computing contract prices is to simulate their expected pay-outs.  Participants completed an exercise 
on contract pricing (Exercise 4). 

4.3.17 Day 3, Session 3-6: Risks & financial spot exposure: Retailers 

The consultant explained the spot and pool exposures that generators and suppliers may face in the 
market.  This led to a discussion about the retail electricity market and the motivation for reforming the 
electricity markets.  Participants were able to discuss the retailer’s behaviour and the risk management 
techniques followed by them.  The participants completed an exercise (Exercise 5) that involved 
computing a spot exposure for a retailer. 

4.3.18 Session 3-7: Risks & financial spot exposure: Generators 

The participants were presented with issues that could leave a generator over-contracted or under-
contracted. 

4.3.19 Session 3-8: Part 9: VWEM bilateral and vesting contracts  

At the start of this session, the consultant provided a refresher of the VWEM 2019 model and the long 
term VWEM model.  This was followed by a discussion on VWEM contracts and Vesting contracts. 

Day 4: Participating in Electricity Markets  

The consultant started this section by introducing different generation technologies and their limitations.  
The generation technologies that were discussed include coal, nuclear, combined cycle gas turbine, 
open cycle gas turbine, reservoir based hydro plants, cascade hydropower system and solar 
technologies. Battery storage system was also mentioned.  Participants were made familiar with the 
construction lead times and operational limits of various resources. 

4.3.20 Session 4-1: Basic Microeconomics 

The consultant presented details about microeconomics principles: Long run & Short run costs, total 
cost, average cost, marginal cost, fixed, sunk & variable costs, Opportunity Costs and Marginal Water 
Value.  The participants completed an exercise on Short Run Marginal Cost Calculation (Exercise 1) 
and an exercise on Optimal Generation of Hydro Generator (Exercise 2). 
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4.3.21 Industry Structure & Price Sensitivity to Changes in Demand or Generator 
Outputs 

In this section, the consultant mentioned that the most electricity markets are not perfectly competitive 
and discussed the main drivers to bidding behaviour.  The importance of generator marginal costs was 
discussed and how they act as an important ingredient in generators bids.  Participants completed an 
exercise (Exercise 3) on optimal generation with price sensitivity (two generators competing).  

4.3.22 Contracts & Generator Offers 

The consultant introduced the bid (Offer) optimisation process & spot trading.  A summary of practical 
issues and issues for bidding strategy was given in this session.  This was followed by a discussion on 
generator offer scenarios. 

Day 5: Group Exercises 

On the day 5 of the training programme, the consultant asked the participants to form groups and each 
group was made to work independently on 5 exercises.  After lunch, each group was given 15 minutes 
to present their results/answers.  Each group were scored by the consultant and these scores were 
based on the quality of results. 

The 5 exercises were on the following topics: 

(a) Demand Forecasting 

(b) CFD Payouts 

(c) Generator Bidding 

(d) Contract Pricing 

(e) Retailer Contracting  
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5 Feedback on Advanced Training Course 

5.1 Overall Course Rating 
67% of the participants found the course to be “Good” and 31% rated the course as “Excellent”. Only 
2% rated the course as “Average” and none of the participants said that the course was “Poor”. 

 

5.2 Knowledge and understanding of electricity markets before 
and after the course. 

5.2.1 Before the course 

21% of the participants claimed that they had a “Poor” understanding of the electricity markets before 
the course and another 74% said that they had an “Average” understanding of the course.  Only 2% of 
the participants claimed that they had a “Good” understanding of the course.  Another 2% of the 
participants claimed that they had an “Excellent” understanding of the electricity markets before the 
training programme. 

5.2.2 After the course 

After the training programme, 7% of the participants claimed that they had an “Excellent” understanding 
of the topic and 81% stated that they had a “Good” understanding of the topic.  About 12% stated that 
they had an “Average” understanding of the topic and none of the participants said that they had a 
“Poor” understanding of the electricity markets. 
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5.3 What was the best part of the course, and what was least 
good? 

5.3.1 Best aspects of the course 

Participants identified a wide range of aspects of the course as being the “best” parts, including: 

• The session on demand forecasting 

• Information on contracts (Swaps and Options) 

• Risk Management 

• The exercises and examples 

 

5.3.2 Least good aspects 

No “least good” aspects were identified by the participants. 

5.4 How knowledgeable was the presenter? 
36% of the participants believed that the course trainer had an “Excellent” knowledge of the subject.  
Another 64% believed that the course trainer had a “Good” knowledge of the electricity markets.  None 
of the participants believed that course trainer had an “Average” or “Poor” knowledge of the electricity 
networks. 

 

 

 

5.5 Did the trainer make the subject interesting? 
100% of the participants believed that the trainer had made a more than an “Average” effort to make 
the subject interesting to all participants. 
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5.6 Was the training delivered at the right level for the audience? 
98% of the participants believed that the level of training was “Good” or “Excellent” for the audience. 

 

5.7 Pace of presentations 
90% of the participants believed that the presentations were delivered at a right pace and 10% believed 
that this was faster than desired. 

 

5.8 Quality of translations 
98% of the participants believed that the quality of translations provided to them was “Good” or 
“Excellent”. 

 

5.9 Rating of training methods and materials  

5.9.1 Usefulness of the presentation material 

18% of the participants stated that they found the presentations “Very Useful” and another 83% found 
the presentations “Useful”.  None of the participants found the presentations to be “Of limited use” or 
“Not Useful”. 
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5.9.2 Usefulness of the printed material: 

92% of the participants said that they found the printed material “Useful” or “Very Useful”.  Only 8% said 
that they printed material was “Of limited use”. 

 

 

5.9.3 Soft copies of slides  

33% of the participants believed that the provision of soft copies of the slides was “Very Useful” and 
60% believed that this was “Useful”.  

 

5.9.4 Excel-based worksheet exercises 

100% of the participants believed that excel-based worksheets exercises were “Useful” or “Very Useful”. 
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5.10 Question and answer sessions 
16% of the participants found the questions and answer sessions “Very Useful” and another 74% said 
that this was “Useful”.  Around 11% of the participants found the question and answer sessions to be 
“Of limited use”. 

  

5.11 Training room and related facilities 

5.11.1 Location 

78% of the participants found the location of the training (ERAV’s offices in Khuat Duy Tien) to be 
“Excellent” or “Good”.  20% of the participants found the location to be “Average” and 3% said that the 
location was “Poor”. 

 

 

5.11.2 Training room 

70% of the participants found the training room to be “Excellent” or “Good”.  30% of the participants 
found the training room to be average and none of the participants said it was “Poor”. 

 

5.11.3 Audio-visual facilities 

87% of the participants found the audio-visual facilities to be “Excellent” or “Good”.  13% stated that the 
audio-visual facilities to be “Average”. 
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5.11.4 Course dinner  

94% of the participants stated that the course dinner, held at the Blue Lotus Centre, was “Excellent” 
or “Good”. 

 

5.12 Relevance of the course now or in the future 
None of the participants believed that would not be able to use the knowledge that was gained in the 
training programme.  47% believed that they would be able to use the knowledge from this programme 
in the future and 53% believed they would be able use it immediately.  

 

5.13 Future training needs 
Participants were asked what additional training they felt they would need before the VWEM is 
implemented. 

Their responses identified the following possible topics for the future training: 

• Demand forecasting 
• Training with exercises 
• Demand forecasting for planning needs 
• Strategy of operation in VWEM 
• Contract allocation 
• Smart contract allocation 
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• Study tours 
• Load forecasting 
• Training on practical situations 

5.14 Additional comments 
In the additional comments section of the questionnaire, one participant expressed a wish that training 
courses could be organised at locations other than in Hanoi, to enable employees of organisations 
based in Hanoi to concentrate on learning without being recalled to meetings in their local offices. 

5.15 Results of Group Exercises 
Six groups were formed to undertake the five exercises that were set on Day 5.  Each group presented 
the results they obtained for each exercise to the whole class of trainees. 

The 6 groups achieved marks between 48% and 84%, with an average of 72%.  Given the complexity 
of the exercises that were set, the consultants were satisfied that all of the trainees had achieved a 
reasonable grasp of the principles that had been conveyed during the course.  It was noted that the 
group of trainees from NLDC scored most highly in the exercises, which is not entirely surprising given 
the level of familiarity with the existing VCGM and the level of engagement that NLDC as an organisation 
has had with the development of the VWEM rules. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The Basic and Advanced Training Courses described in this report gave representatives of ERAV, 
NLDC, Gencos, Power Corporations and private sector participants a broad understanding of electricity 
market design and operation.  This included insights into international markets and underlying market 
principles, as well as exposure to the numerical and analytical techniques that are necessary to enable 
commercial organisations to play a full role in the electricity trading. 

The feedback provided by electricity sector stakeholders indicates a very high level of appreciation of 
the courses, both in terms of the content provided and the way in which the material was delivered.  
98% of the participants rated both courses either “Good” or “Excellent”, and the results of the tests 
administered in both courses demonstrated an acceptable level of learning from the courses overall. 

The participants expressed a need for more detailed training on the VWEM specifically, after the Basic 
Training Course, and this was successfully delivered in the Advanced Course.  At the end of the 
Advanced Course the trainees identified a need for further training in several key areas, namely: 

• Demand forecasting, for planning and market purposes; 
• Strategies for operating within the VWEM 
• Contract allocation and smart contracts 
• Further training through practical examples of market processes 
• Study tours 

 

The last of these points is being addressed through the planning and future delivery of a study tour to 
be supervised by the Consultants on this TA, and separately funded by the ADB.  The other areas listed 
are recommended for further consideration by ERAV in organising future training programmes. 

Finally, it is worth noting that in the Basic Training Course, 24% of the respondents felt that they could 
use what they had learned immediately in the course of their work, with 76% feeling that this would be 
useful in the future.  At the end of the Advanced Course, 53% felt that they could use their learning 
immediately, and 47% considered that this would only be useful in the future.  This suggests that as 
people grow in their familiarity with and understanding of the VWEM, so they seem willing to engage 
with the material and to seek ways to apply their learning with immediate effect.  This is a very 
encouraging observation, and suggests that industry stakeholders are both willing and increasingly able 
to work with the concepts and practicalities of VWEM implementation, for their own benefit and that of 
the organisations that they represent. 
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